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Abstract:

One aspect of the study of popular culture, beliefs and ideas of how to face people with the disease is Meanwhile, in the past ( and even now in some areas ), along with traditional medicine , folk medicine is common. Superstitions and myths from a blend of folk medicine , sometimes signs of traditional medicine. There are many ailments due to lack of education and lack of access to doctors and health master , of the further development of these ideas . The purpose of this paper is as familiar with the sight of hundreds of people and illness and treatment beliefs in different areas of the public , without having to deal with the causes and symptoms . This article Jstargshayy for further studies in this field. We study resource library of books, folklore source and fifty cities and ancient medicine books . No restrictions on resource selection, and whenever one of them got sick face it , we are directly quoted .The results of this study show a listing of hundreds of sick and violent confrontations unscientific and superstitious people with each of them. In some cases, medical treatment today proving that the experiences of people with no reason to be aware of . Whatever the powers and functions of the treat to century life and culture on Sytrh people and people who believe that hard . The study of history as we have known how Today we have reached this point.
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